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Every university now has two distinct campuses: the physical and the digital.

Our thesis:
The website is YOUR digital
campus

Ergo,
the importance of your
website can’t be
overstated.
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it’s a tough
world out
there.

consistency in ux

“The purpose of visual consistency
is to construct a believable
environment for users … the
transfer of skills is one of the most
important benefits of a consistent
interface, especially for beginning
users.”
-Macintosh Human Interface
Guidelines, 1987
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Infrastructure. It’s not just about a CMS.

Communicate; broadcast your expertise
Communicate to your university community; as each is different,
there is no attempt here to prescribe what tactics might work best
in your institution. Here are a few worth trying though:
• a regular blog on all things web, including, of course, your site
• an email to the university community (perhaps tied to a blog for
longer reading)
• your web organization’s website
• presentations to campus communicators group, admin and org
groups
• an annual report

Research outcomes and report
How does a one-website approach tie in to larger issues of
communication effectiveness, information services delivery and
organizational efficiency?
•
•
•
•

Find some measures; some may be speculative
use GA to track goals and assign values to those goals
track SEO rank, and especially how it trends over time
do a budgetary analysis, even if inexact science

Still not convinced?
Well, consider the following:
• 12 years in, we’ve deployed four major redesigns, among 114 releases
with over 6800 commits. At each major redesign, most of our major
academic and business units were transitioned within hours.
• when new technologies mature, we can move … we were able to
implement responsive design and CSS Grid as part of those redesigns
• We’ve been able to stand up and maintain vertical apps for every
imaginable type of public information.
• We can keep our institutional identity in sync

What’s the next level?

Level 1 was consistent branding and UI
Level 2 creating an ecosystem for public information
Level 3 (what we’re working on now) is the portability of the ecosystem,
and personalization of interface and data.

none of us is as smart as all of us
(questions?)
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We're here from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Bob Crisler

Aaron Coleman

robert.crisler@unl.edu

acoleman@unl.edu

I’m Bob Crisler, director of the Digital Experience Group, our university’s core web team, which is part of both ITS and UComm at our
university. Way back in 2000, I became the first FTE assigned to development of the website. I’ve led the effort ever since, and a lot of great
players have stepped in, and stepped up as the job of building the website has gotten more complex and expanded to a web of
specializations. Aaron?
I’m Aaron Coleman. I've been working on the web in some form since 1994, and I joined the Digital Experience Group web team in 2004,
right about the time the ball really started rolling on everything we're going to talk about in our presentation.
BC:
There are certain moments when things change in life. The one that really made a huge difference for us was in August of 2005, when thenchancellor Harvey Perlman called my office.
Over time this one phone call changed our path … which led to the mandatory use of a consistent web template at Nebraska and got us
thinking in much broader terms about what that meant with regard to a unified web presence, a development community, and governance.
To our knowledge, we were the first large institution in American higher education to take this path, and we've been able to do some very
powerful things in the past 13 years using this foundation.

BC:
So, we're from Nebraska. The Big Red. Our colors are scarlet and cream ...
Here, Coleman plays me, and I play the chancellor. Poetic license is taken: this is the way I heard that call.
So, it’s August of 2005. In the middle of the morning, the phone rings.

a dramatic reenactment

HARVEY PERLMAN:
Hi, Bob. This is Harvey. Why am I looking at a BLUE website at our RED university?
BOB CRISLER:
(stammering) I don't know of a blue website. What website is it?
HARVEY PERLMAN:
Department of -redactedBOB CRISLER:
(keyboarding quick to bring up the site) Oh, OK ... yeah, that one. They don't use the templates.
HARVEY PERLMAN:
I thought everyone was supposed to use the templates ...

BOB CRISLER:
Sorry, No, so far they’ve been voluntary.
HARVEY PERLMAN:
Well, that needs to change. Let's make them mandatory.
AC:
So... the Chancellor made them mandatory, everyone adopted the template by 2008, and it's been smooth sailing ever since.

AC: Thanks for coming to our talk today. (begin walking off)
Actually, it wasn't quite as easy as that. When we've told this story to others in the past and when we've consulted with other universities, the
first reaction is usually, "I wish we could do that here, it would make my job so much easier."
While it's true that we could have never done what we have without his backing, on the flip side is that the phone call was just the beginning
of the hard work for us. It was our job to minimize any involvement he had to have from that point on.

Fin

We'll get into more about what we've done in that time with regard to community and how we leveraged the chancellor's backing into
something sustainable, but first we'd like to posit a thesis for all of us here.

(just kidding)

Every university now has two distinct campuses: the physical and the digital.

AC: Every university now has two distinct campuses: the physical and the digital. The website is the core of your digital campus. Its
importance can't be overstated.

Our thesis:

It becomes more important every day. It needs to be maintained with as much attention and care as our physical campuses. Maybe more.

The website is YOUR digital
campus

It needs to be on-point in identity, easy and memorable in interaction, and sustainable in practice. It requires thoughtful planning and
sustained investment.
This means your job is really important.

Ergo,
the importance of your
website can’t be
overstated.

AC: No, really.
Imagine your university, and then try to imagine it, right now, in October 2019 without a website.

no, really.

BC: Sometimes we don't have to. We don't mean for it to happen. But outages happen. When they do, we come face to face with that reality
in the here and now. Unfortunately, its sometimes only at these junctures that _everyone_ realizes the value of the website.
Websites really, really matter. Our institutions literally cannot function without them. Each page we serve has a human being on the other
end, actively requesting it, for a bunch of different reasons. If the site is down, prospectives can't find the information that helps them make
their college decision. They can't apply. Students can't turn in assignments. Or register for the graduation ceremony. Faculty and Staff can't
turn in expense vouchers. And on and on ... all of that and more is online and mission-critical in a way we scarcely would have imagined 20
years ago.
Still, our websites are often taken for granted, as more transitory communications tactics divert attention and dominate value perception.
How that gets rebalanced is an ongoing conversation, and we’d sure like to hear your ideas after our talk this morning.

evolution …
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AC:
We view the evolutionary path as inevitable: even if our institutional websites started as a hobbyists' paradise, they will eventually be highly
consistent, strategic and increasingly mission-critical. We’ve always tried to live by the old Wayne Gretzky adage: “skate to where the puck is
going to be.” If you agree that consistency is where your website is headed, you might as well help it get there.

image: uncontrolled something to controlled something

BC:
Perhaps more to the point. You’re probably all familiar with the impacts that demographic and population shifts will have on higher education
in the coming decades. It’s been well-publicized. Effectively, what this means in our world is that communicating outside our state borders to
national and international audiences will become more and more important over time as we seek to find new students and communicate with
a global alumni base.

it’s a tough
world out
there.

It makes sense, at least to us, to be singing as much as possible out of the same hymnal.

consistency in ux

BC:
Both Aaron and I came up in a print design world. In the mid-1980s, enter the Macintosh. Before the Mac, operating computer programs was
a lot like working in Terminal today. It certainly wasn’t something for mere mortals.
“The purpose of visual consistency
is to construct a believable
environment for users … the
transfer of skills is one of the most
important benefits of a consistent
interface, especially for beginning
users.”

The Mac was different. It was simple. It was revelatory. It just worked.

-Macintosh Human Interface
Guidelines, 1987

Consistency is a core value of user experience. Why should our websites be any different?

HighEdWeb 2019

It was those things because it was consistent. Even today, the 'File' and 'Edit' menus are on the left in almost every Mac and Windows
program. We mention this because this user experience concept — consistency — remains durable today, 35 years later. Frankly, it’s been
around forever … the brake pedal is to the left of the accelerator in a car — always, even in British cars where the driving position is
reversed.

AC:
Still, ten years after the introduction of the Mac, the year the web became a "thing" with the release of the University of Illinois' Mosaic
graphical browser, some — and most especially those on our campuses — said “let a thousand flowers bloom.”

quote peter morsels or steve krug
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quote peter morsels or steve krug

AC:
But mostly what we got were weeds through every crack. Worse yet, each weed had a different owner.

AC:
Here are some of our thousand flowers in 2004. There were a lot of freelancers out on the domain. Some sites had minimal or no university
identity at all.
Returning to that earlier phone call, the site mentioned by the chancellor was hardly the only offender. So.... Here's a bit more about the road
we took to a unified website.

BC:
Coleman, Coleman, Coleman. It wasn't THAT bad. The previous slide highlights some of the worst offenders of that particular web era, but
our situation wasn't QUITE that dire. We had a template, and it had decent adoption, but it wasn't universal. And that's really the point. If your
website is half one thing and the other half is a hundred different things, well, it's still a hundred and one different things.
We weren't starting from zero the day of the chancellor’s phone call.
In 2004 our campus web community, the UNL Web Developer Network, was a year old. We were that fall in the middle of our first concerted
push for greater consistency, where arguments were presented at many forums on campus — including with Deans — in favor of taking a
more mature approach to the overall website. The images above are from a publication, the “UNL Web Book,” which was created for that fall
2004 effort. It argued, cajoled and attempted to persuade the campus community on the need to have a common interface, to come together
around a common template.
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Timeline here from 2005 - 2008

BC:
As noted though, the chancellor, and his backing, was the catalyst for us.
You'll remember that the chancellor wanted to make the then-current (and voluntary) template use mandatory. I knew this wouldn't go over
well, so the way that call really ended is that I asked him for a few weeks to put a plan together that would go over with the least amount of
friction. We came back to him with an outline of a stakeholders group and a parallel development group, and a process that would give us a
new design by the start of fall 2006.
AC:
For the design, we opened a competition to all developers on campus. 54 designs were created, then separated into three general visual
categories -- casual, modern and formal -- and those were distilled into 3 distinct prototype designs, with a group and lead designer for each.
The eventual winner was informed not only by WDN votes, but by what was the largest web survey we've ever undertaken, with over 8,000
written responses from faculty, staff, students, and even alumni (sheesh, we really need to do something like that again).
BC:
The winning design was created by someone who wasn't even in our unit / department. He was another Aaron, but he was from Housing.
Why was this important? It put the exclamation point on it: our website is a university-wide effort.
Developers were given a year to implement the framework (for those already using the voluntary version, this, of course, was much easier),
and by the first day of fall classes 2007, almost all colleges and departments had switched to UNL Framework 2.0.

Almost all...

AC:
Sometimes you get an assist from the most unexpected source. By the spring of 2008, we still had one holdout among colleges. We'd done
the work on a new site at the chancellor’s expense, but they wouldn't, finally, say yes to making it live. Fortunately, the site Web Pages That
Suck really didn't like it. Really, really didn't like it. So we received an email one spring morning pointing to Vincent Flanders' Youtube video.
He pulled no punches. Of course that email went right to the chancellor. ;-) We think he took some delight because by the next day we were
told to move forward with the new website; it was done by the end of that day. Flanders re-posted a video noting the change to a "normal"
website.
We don't want to name names and shame them even further after 11 years, especially since they’ve been good partners since — and
notably leadership has changed over several times — but you can still find that site locking down the (honorary) No. 1 position for 2008,
under the categories of WTF? and Navigation. http://www.webpagesthatsuck.com/worst-web-sites-of-2008-navigation.html

AC:
So, as of mid-2008, everyone was in the same template, so everything is awesome, right?!

AC:
Sort of.
It's true that without the chancellor’s backing, our trajectory up until now wouldn't have looked nearly the same, but Chancellors and
Presidents don't always stay in the job forever, so how do you acculturate something that endures?
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AC:
It's been a near-constant ebb and flow of community, governance, advocacy, and honestly, creating the path of least resistance (flanked by
awesome guardrails).

BC
Here’s where we stand today. A bit of background on the scope of our framework. At our university, web development is largely
decentralized.
UNL.edu delivered over 100 million page views last year*from tens of thousands of distinct UNL.edu URLs to people in 240 countries and
island territories. 27 percent of our visitors come from outside the United States. Even within the U.S., two-thirds of visitors are from outside
Nebraska.
There are roughly 800 web sites on the unl.edu domain (defined as having unique information architectures). The majority of these are in our
Drupal-based CMS. Our framework, though, is separate from the CMS or any backend. We have sites running on everything from
Wordpress to home-grown CMSes — but all using our framework and updating it monthly.

We also have a large suite of web applications, including our CMS, a directory of people and offices, a media repo and player, maps, events,
a chat system, and several others.
These apps, along with the aforementioned single framework, are all administered by our unit, so we have a lot to wrap our arms around,
and we’re able to do it efficiently and with modest resources, because we get a lot out of scale and consistency.

AC: So, the phone call was our catalyst. What will yours be? As mentioned before, we believe that a majority of higher ed sites will converge
to be more consistent and on-brand.
Every evolutionary path unrolls on a different timeline. Now we’ll go into depth about some of the things that we've done along the way that
were successful, and could be put into action just about anywhere you are on your journey.

So, what will be your catalyst?

AC: If you haven't hit that inflection point yet, these are some things to think about.
HighEdWeb 2019

As we mentioned before, branding and identity were the main driving forces behind the directive for us to move to a unified site, but there are
a lot of benefits to this approach:
code reuse is an effective strategy for minimizing surface area, there are big benefits for both accessibility and security
your university brand is enhanced by consistent presentation
Your site's usability is also enhanced by that same consistency
Once you have a unified framework, all of the above scale

key elements

AC: First up, Community
HighEdWeb 2019

This is the biggest one, because it involves so many people of different opinions, abilities, and frankly, pay grades and influence.
Needless to say, this takes work at all levels, and depending on how web development is structured at your university, this can take many
forms. For us, it's been a mixture of online tools, documentation, in-person help, meetings and collaboration, governance, advocacy, and
even a bit of self-promotion (although being from the midwest, we're not always great at the last part). In all of these interactions, keeping an
even keel, dealing humbly with criticism, and having plenty of empathy goes a long way.

Community

Let’s start with the most basic user.
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BC
Content editors / administrative assistants. This is the group that is using the tools that you've built, but may not bring much technical ability
to the table. Editing their website often falls in their job description’s five percent under "other duties as assigned" and they don't have time
(or want) to do deep learning of code or tools.
Challenges:
If things don't work like they think they should, they will complain — and their complaints will often go to other people in their area before
they ever reach you. If there are a lot of these complaints, they can build into something of a critical mass and it can become a political
problem.
Opportunities for success:
Give them tools to make it easy. Training. Highly-guardrailed edit interfaces that allow for edits without touching any raw HTML, without
breaking things. Keep an open Slack room that is monitored during working hours by us and members of our web community. The peer
coaching that happens there can really be great. Listen to their issues and take them seriously. Set aside a few hours for direct help; some
people just need that kind of support.

AC: Stepping up a level. Developers: This is the group that knows their way around code, around how web pages are built and the
WDN · September 2019

technologies that are used. Some may be contributors, which is something we want to continuously encourage.
Challenges: Various web devs not on board with ideas and in very rare cases even going so far as subterfuge (again, I stress this is very
rare!). As things have become acculturated, this has really not been an issue,

Developers image here: screenshots of
tools like WDN documentation, slack,
Webaudit, WDN meeting

Opportunities for success:
You can create allies, as well as a group willing to contribute ideas and code. But first, you must create base code that is unimpeachable.
Make highly researched choices, but also accept criticism and allow avenues for collaboration and contributions. Recognize talent (even if
it's not in your unit) and empower them (through acknowledgment in meetings, implementation of ideas, or other ways).
Having the Web Developer Network meetings for communication and especially an elected Shared Governance Board have allayed a vast
majority of the issues we used to have in this area.
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BC:
Communicator / Administrator: This is the group that isn't using the tools you've built, but are either in charge of content and / or branding or
just have general opinions about how things should look and function. These are generally high level people.
Challenges:
Don't like the design. Can't be creative or express their unique college / department / unit in a template

Something to represent admin /
communication?

Opportunities for success:
On a visual level, we go through a redesign process every three years to alleviate some of these concerns, with monthly updates along the
way that often introduce new components.
Advocate! The website can often be overlooked, even though it's the most important communication platform that your University has. When
you can, show numbers, remind that each touch is something that was requested by a user. Reiterate that for many prospective students
they want to reach, the website is their first impression of your University (the digital campus). Don't overlook the importance of your web
internally, as noted before, your university cannot function without it.
Build Allies! For example... A college dean went out on a limb with us when we were launching a previous version of the framework while at
the same time moving into a new CMS. It went successfully, and because they were first adopters, they had a shiny new website first out of
the gates, and a model for how things could work for everyone else. And, by the way, that site won a CASE national silver award for design.

AC: How to start? Don't worry if it's small, just do it. If there's no one taking leadership, well... it's your time to shine. Fire up a bulletin board or a slack
channel and start building and sharing ideas and coalescing around the best ones.
We started with a bulletin board, then moved to HipChat, and now now on Slack. Throughout that time, we've set dedicated hours of 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. for
responses ... the web community that monitors that board will handle user questions this week; as four of us are presenting at this conference.
If everyone spends less time rebuilding the wheel you can put more effort into building the best dang wheel out there.
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BC: Our efforts started with a simple "Web Talk" bulletin board for developers, but by 2003 had morphed into the Web Developer Network.
For reaching the majority of our users, this community has been our bedrock over the years. It has met every second Tuesday at 2 p.m.
since 2003, and today it’s one of our university’s oldest and largest professional associations. It's our best two-way communication medium
between our group and the distributed development community (although, anyone is invited, and we've had everyone from communicators
to department heads attend).
In addition, we're able to work on the following:
• shared direction-setting
• issues and technology management (whither Flash, what’s the future of PDF?)
• bring comments and criticism into the open for resolution; we try to convert any negativity into positive contribution
• organizational efficiency and cost

Associated with this is a website where we post meeting notes, blog posts with important announcements or ideas that need further consideration, and lots of
documentation related to the framework.

AC: The Web Developer Network Shared Governance Board has been in place since 2015, and as officially stated, the goal is "To empower
and advance web development at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln to create leading, user-focused web experiences."
The "Shared" part of the title is key here, as there are 9 people on the board, with only 3 from our office, meaning we could theoretically be
out-voted on decisions regarding the framework that we administer (although it's never come to that point … and if it did, good, because we
must be screwing something up). With this board, we're able to:
• Solicit user and stakeholder feedback
• Cultivate quality website stewardship
• Prioritize and administer framework and public information applications
• Continue development of the Standards Guide and its associated Web Audit tool
• Audit university websites according to Standards Guide and, when in extreme cases, Communicate specific issues and recommended remediation and
enforcement actions
Elections have been remarkably organic, with developers who attend meetings / help the most in chat having largely received the most votes over the years. In
addition to decision-making power, it's another way for developers to be internally recognized by their own peers.
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BC: We mentioned auditing as a role of the Gov Board. Obviously we can’t do all of that by hand. WebAudit was launched in 2015 and is an
automated site scan that checks sites for framework version, accessibility, broken links, spelling, SEO, and HTML Validation. Sites are
checked once a month automatically, but can be queued more often.
Auditing websites is key not only for consistency, but it also encourages deeper learning of code and best practices, and allows those with
more initiative to advance their abilities.

Full slide for WebAudit

Before I jump to our next section, I should mention that Webaudit is open source and several schools are currently using it.

HighEdWeb 2019

Infrastructure. It’s not just about a CMS.

AC: Infrastructure.
Again, think beyond CMS here. What sort of foundations are being built that can be used by web or application developers at your university,
regardless of the technology? Your users don't care what is running underneath, they just want to accomplish their goals with the least
amount of friction possible. The more you can keep familiar interfaces and interactions in front of them, the more fluid those transactions will
be, which helps from recruitment to retention and even reputation (we've had multiple focus groups with students who told us they eliminated
college choices simply because their websites were too confusing).
A key part part of infrastructure (and the part that sometimes isn't that exciting) is documentation. Gather your research and present it.
Document meetings. Document decisions. Document guides for using your tools and make sure they're understandable. We want to make it
easy for the end user, but also for the user who is developing in the framework.
We recently split our foundational design elements into a completely separate entity called the Digital Campus Framework as we've found
ourselves increasingly needing to collaborate with the other institutions in our system and support sites for affiliates of our University, like the
Sheldon Museum of Art and Nebraska Federal Credit Union, among others. By doing this, we're able to consolidate even more core css into
one lightweight codebase and layer "themes" on top of it. Again, we should mention that this is open-source with more information available
at digitalcampus.us

Communicate; broadcast your expertise
Communicate to your university community; as each is different,
there is no attempt here to prescribe what tactics might work best
in your institution. Here are a few worth trying though:
• a regular blog on all things web, including, of course, your site
• an email to the university community (perhaps tied to a blog for
longer reading)
• your web organization’s website
• presentations to campus communicators group, admin and org
groups
• an annual report

BC: Expertise
This is something we could get so much better at within our own institution, but maybe presenting here today is the kick
we need. At a university, leadership is earned through a perception of domain expertise. In the past, we've occasionally had
somewhat contentious interactions with administration and even faculty (and coined the term "wide-spectrum PH.D" to
describe their opinions), but these have largely been defused by presenting data from a third-party source or the vote our
shared governance board.
Communicate to your university community; as each is different, there is no attempt here to prescribe what tactics might work best in your
institution. Here are a few worth trying though:
• a regular blog on all things web, including your site
• an email to the university community (perhaps tied to a blog for longer reading)
• your web organization’s website
• presentations to campus communicators group, admin and org groups
• an annual report

AC: Outcomes
What will a one-site approach accomplish for the institution, and can its effects be tracked and reported on?

Research outcomes and report
How does a one-website approach tie in to larger issues of
communication effectiveness, information services delivery and
organizational efficiency?
• Find some measures; some may be speculative
• use GA to track goals and assign values to those goals
• track SEO rank, and especially how it trends over time
• do a budgetary analysis, even if inexact science

This is one of the hardest things to measure, and one of the places where we have the most room for improvement.
How does a one-website approach tie in to larger issues of communication effectiveness, information services delivery and organizational efficiency?
Find some measures; some may be speculative
use GA to track goals and assign values to those goals
track SEO rank, and especially how it trends over time
do a budgetary analysis, even if inexact science
Budgetary analysis can included cost of site creation x number of sites x number of redesigns in a certain amount of time.
For example, several years ago we broke it down for our University, estimating a very conservative 3k per site (if the site were to
include proper code validity, accessibility, security, etc) multiplied by 800 (the number of sites we have multiplied by 2 redesigns
(again, conservative) over a 10 year period. 3+ million may not seem like a lot of money in a world where 8 figures are spend on new
buildings, but it can go a long way when put towards further refinement of your framework, new content creation, or a score of other
things.

BC: If we still haven't convinced you this is a direction you should be moving, consider the following.
Still not convinced?
Well, consider the following:
• 12 years in, we’ve deployed four major redesigns, among 114 releases
with over 6800 commits. At each major redesign, most of our major
academic and business units were transitioned within hours.
• when new technologies mature, we can move … we were able to
implement responsive design and CSS Grid as part of those redesigns
• We’ve been able to stand up and maintain vertical apps for every
imaginable type of public information.
• We can keep our institutional identity in sync

What’s the next level?

Level 1 was consistent branding and UI

12 years in, we’ve successfully deployed four major redesigns (114 releases with over 6800 commits), literally shifting
the look and feel of all college, unit and department sites in a matter of hours / days at each transition; as one example,
when our logo changed to align with the athletic mark, we were able to make that switch, over all of these sites,
overnight.
We’ve been able to take early advantage of new web technologies such as responsive design and CSS Grid, and we’ve
implemented a community and shared governance structure that supports alignment and shared ownership of the web
framework and suite of developed public information apps (CMS, calendar of events, media repo, maps, and more.).
Along the way, we were awarded the last of eduStyle’s Best Overall Website awards, and we continue to achieve
consistently strong marks on accessibility and site performance.

AC: What's the next level?
Approaching a site as a unified whole changes the conversation, and the thinking. For us, templates were first. The
deliverable there was pretty simple: consistent branding and UI.
Once that was in place, we could really set ourselves about the question of an ecosystem or infrastructure. So that was
our second level. And that’s when we started replacing the word “template” with “framework;” a template is just one part
of it. For instance, integrated and serialized data and content and tools … things like chat, events, emergency alerts,
login status and other data feeds pulsing across the unified framework.

Level 2 creating an ecosystem for public information
Level 3 (what we’re working on now) is the portability of the ecosystem,
and personalization of interface and data.

Third (now, and next): portability of ecosystem via separation of concerns (framework + theme), personalization of
interface and data. One example of this is a universal notification center which will be available via any page of the site
when a user is logged in. Students don’t pay much attention to email, but what if you aggregated all notifications into one
interface and displayed that entry point (with a badge to indicate the number of notifications) across the thousands of
pages in the website?

BC: OK, we've been at this for 13 years now and we've done all this... stuff.
But... we have a lot more we can (and need to) do.
So much.

We need to occasionally consider what we do to be newsworthy. And if it's not newsworthy on an institutional scale, at least we
can extend our thought leadership by blogging regularly. Gunderson note.... Thought leadership is an important commodity in our
environments, and we don't really need a PhD to have it. Smart people will engage with smart ideas. We just need to spread our
ideas.
We need to build relationships — real working relationships — across higher ed. At any of our universities, and in any situation,
our resources are finite. And needs are nearly infinite. One thing we’d like you to know is that all of our work, all of our public
information apps, our entire ecosystem, is open source, and we always welcome active partnership on it. Hit any of us up on that
at any time here at the conference or in the months ahead.
We need to listen more. You knew we were going to say that. But really, how do we gain knowledge of what will move others?
Where do ideas come from? We need to survey audiences, maybe even annoyingly, and publicize the results, maybe in those
blog posts or reports mentioned earlier. And today we’re here in a room with some of the brightest folks in higher ed web
development, and we have a few minutes, so …

… what are your thoughts?
This is the same slide we end all of our Web Developer Network meetings with, and we figured it apropos here.
Thank you all for coming to our presentation today. Any questions?

none of us is as smart as all of us
(questions?)

